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placed on such cutting edges. To obtain the sufficient strength of such shell structures, an appropriate size 
of edge beams must be applied. 
In this paper, the numerical analysis of the R/C cylindrical shell with edge beams by using the 
nonlinear finite element method. In numerical analysis, the degenerate shell elements with layered 
approach are adopted. Both shells and beams are modeled by these elements.  
To represents the nonlinear behavior of R/C shell elements, combined material and geometric 
nonlinearities are taken into account. 
From the numerical analyses, the stiffness of the edge beams plays an important role to shows the 
deformation characteristics and the ultimate strength of R/C shell structures. Considering the effects of 
edge beams on these phenomena, the minimum size of the edge beam to represent the maximum ultimate 
strength of cylindrical R/C shell is represented under several reinforcing conditions. 
2. Numerical procedure 
2.1. Specimen 
Figure 1 shows the R/C cylindrical panel supported by edge beams on meridional direction. The 
specimen shows the cylindrical shape with 960mm x 960mm plan and has 688.75mm radius and 10mm 
thickness considering the possibility of experimental analyses. The size of the edge beams is the 
numerical parameter in this analysis. In both the cylindrical shell and edge beams, ˢ0.75mm stainless 
wires are used as the reinforcements and are placed in the middle of the shell thickness in both meridional 
and hoop direction. The reindorcement of the edge beam is placed on both top and bottom surfaces. They 
are placed in equi-distance of 5mm. The specimen is made by use of the steel mold to avoid the geometric 
imperfections. The micro concrete with aggregate size 2.5mm will be used. The material properties are 





















Figure 1: Geometric dimensions of R/C cylindrical shell (mm) 
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meridional and hoop directions, respectively. Each supporting beam is also divided into 2x32 elements. 
Both shell and beam elements are divided into 8 concrete layers and 2 steel layers based on the layered 
approach (Hara 2008, 2009, Hinton et al. 1984).  
Boundary conditions are pin supported at both ends of the edge beam on both supporting meridian. 
The supporting beams are connected to cylindrical shell on both meridional edges. Both hoop edges of 
cylindrical shell are free.  
2.3. Numerical assumptions 
In numerical analysis, the degenerate shell element is adopted and the geometric and material 
nonlinearities are taken into account. 9 nodes Heterosis element is used and 2×2 reduced integration is 
performed to avoid the numerical problems.  
The numerical simulation is performed under the displacement incremental scheme. The yield 
condition of concrete is defined as the Dracker-Prager type, which is assumed that concrete yields when 
the equivalent stress based on mean stress and second deviatoric stress invariants reaches uniaxial 
compressive strength (Hinton et al. 1984). The crushing condition is controlled by strains. The ultimate 
compressive strain of concrete is assumed as 0.003 by Kupfer’s experiment (Kupfer et al. 1969). Also, 
after cracking of concrete, the tension stiffening parameters accounting for the tensile strength of concrete 
are introduced. The material nonlinearities’ of steel are assumed to be bilinear stress-strain relation for the 
reinforcement.  
3. Numerical Results 
3.1. Cylindrical shell without edge beam 
Figure 4: Load deflection relation of R/C cylindrical shell without edge beam 
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3.2. Cylindrical shell with edge beam on both meridional edges 
To find the effectiveness of the edge beams, R/C cylindrical shell with edge beams on meridional 
edges is investigated. The numerical parameter is the size of the beam. The width of the beam changes 
from 2cm to 10cm and the thickness of it changes from 1cm to 5cm for each beam width. The reinforcing 
ratio is 0.2%. 
Figure 6 shows the load deflection curve for R/C cylindrical shell with meridional edge beams. The 
thickness of the beam is 1cm. The deflections are measured at the centre of shell surface. From the figure, 
the strength of R/C cylindrical shell grows with the width of the edge beams. However, the load carrying 
capacity decreases after peak strength. 
Figure 7: Deformation pattern of R/C cylindrical shell with 4x2cm meridional edge beams 
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Figure 7 shows the deformation pattern of R/C cylindrical shell with meridional edge beams of the size 
of 4cm width and 2cm thickness 
Figure 8 shows the ultimate strength of R/C cylindrical shell with edge beams on both meridional 
edges. Numerical parameter is the width of the edge beam. From the figure, the thicker the beam 
thickness is the larger the ultimate strength. Also the wider the beam width is the larger the ultimate 
strength is. The reinforcing ratio is 0.2%. 
3.3. The effects of the reinforcing ratio on ultimate strength of R/C shell in edge beams 
The effects of reinforcing ratio in the edge beams concerning the ultimate strength of R/C shell is 
investigated by using several models. 
Figure 9 shows the load deflection relation of R/C shell with edge beams with 0.2% and 1.0% 
reinforcing ratio, respectively. In Figure 9(a), the edge beam has 4cm width and 2cm thickness. 
   
           (a) Edge beam of 4cmx2cm                                                           (b) Edge beam of 4cmx4cm 
Figure 9: Load deflection relation of R/C shell with edge beam 
In Figure 9(b), the edge beam has 4cm width and 2cm thickness. In Figure 9(a), the higher the 
reinforcing ratio, the larger the ultimate strength is. However, in Figure 9(b), both the ultimate strengths 
show same results. Therefore, the ultimate strength depends on both the shape of the edge beam and the 
reinforcing ratio. 
Figure 10 shows the relation between the ultimate strength and the reinforcing ratio concerning the 
several edge beam dimensions. The ultimate strength grows with the growth of the reinforcing ratio 
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Figure 10: The relation between the ultimate strength of R/C shell and the reinforcing ratio with edge beams 
4. Conclusions 
In this paper, the numerical analysis of the R/C cylindrical shell with edge beams was performed by 
using the nonlinear finite element method. The R/C cylindrical shell was supported at four corners and 
was subjected to a uniformly distributed load. To represent the nonlinear behaviour of R/C shell elements, 
combined material and geometric nonlinearities were taken into account. From the numerical analyses, 
following conclusions are obtained 
1) The edge beam placed on the meridional edges improves the ultimate strength of R/C shell having 
free edges under uniformly distributed load. 
2) The thickness and the width of the edge beams predominantly influence the ultimate strength of R/C 
cylindrical shell. 
3) The reinforcing ratio in the edge beam influences the ultimate strength of R/C shell under uniformly 
distributed load. Especially in the thin edge beams, the strength grows with the growth of 
reinforcing ratio. 
4) For thick edge beam, the growing beam width is not effective. However, for thin edge beams, it is 
effective for edge supporting shells to improve their ultimate strength. 
5) The growth of the width and the thickness of the edge beam provides totally heavier structure. The 
ratio of the strength to the weight will be an important factor. In this analysis, 3cm beam thickness 
will be recommended.  
In this paper, the numerical evaluations are presented. These phenomena should be confirmed by 
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